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Founder & President, VICCARBE

MEDITERR ANEAN COLLABOR ATION

V I C T O R  C A R R A S C O  B E R L A N G A

It seems clear that the borders between spaces 
are almost non-existent, offices look like hotels,  
hotels look like houses, houses... The habi-
tat has become an umbrella that gathers more 
and more similar spaces looking for comfort,  
singularity and recognition, but what makes a 
project really unique?

At a time such as the present, surrounded 
by ephemeral fashions, I would like to explain 
how we, in Viccarbe, understand the concept 
of Mediterranean collaboration. Viccarbe is a 
company born in Valencia, a Mediterranean 
city where we have lived for centuries with  
cultures as diverse as the Roman, Visigoth and 
Muslim. This cultural mix makes our genes a 
cocktail so diverse that we are designed in a na-
tural way for collaboration and adaptation away 
from limitations and flags.

All of this is part of our soul, added to more 
than 300 days of sunshine a year and a diet that 
positions us as one of the most long-lived countries 

in the world. I believe that somehow, being so 
optimistic and timeless is reflected in the way we 
design and showcase our collection. We are driven 
by a passion for listening, seeking what unites 
us rather than what sets us apart, always with 
the person as the focus and fundamental axis of 
each new project.

In an increasingly digital world, we consider 
that humanism will be more core than ever and, 
in this matter, we have many years—I dare say 
even centuries—of advantage.

Nature loves simplicity and unity, this is why 
we put so much effort into it, and that is why it 
is so important for us to create friendly and ico-
nic products, that naturally provoke new and  
unexpected relationships between users, because 
good design shouldn't have to be explained.

The natural cross between people and attraction 
between users, spontaneously promoted by our pro-
ducts, generates collaborative connections that pro-
voke innovative ideas and unexpected solutions.
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Our soul belongs to the Mediterranean. Here, light has an 
impressive influence on who we are, how we live and how we feel. 
Our warm character, our relaxed vibe, and the way we take care 
of what really matters reflects our deep connection with the sun. 
We are creativity, energy, and spontaneity. 

In the Mediterranean, design lives free of all pretense, 
combining warmth, simplicity, and convenience. Everything 
has a purpose, there is no room for unnecessary excess and only 
the truly important remains. 

Natural light exerts a powerful influence in our sketches. This 
glow is what brings everything to life and unleashes our artistic 
soul. It is part of our identity and it is the starting point of our 
designs, reflected through our passion for colors, the warmth we 
convey, our attention to detail and in the way we appreciate the 
small things. 

We enjoy being surrounded by people, we like to share, 
communicate, and learn from the talented ones we admire. 
Collaborative work has always been part of our culture. 
Meaningful collaboration can improve communication and 
make everyone feel part of a whole. We are firm defenders of 
collaborative spaces where imagination releases to create perfect 
synergies. 

Our collection is an essential selection of Mediterranean 
pieces for spaces where collaboration and dialog flow. This is the 
consequence of our “Designed in the Sun”

"Our soul belongs to the Mediterranean."Designed in the Sun

On the right, a picture of Viccarbe Fábrica
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Design is our journey

We want to welcome you to the place where everything 
happens, where we invite you to enjoy reading and to take 
in huge doses of inspiration. Make www.viccarbe.com your 
comfort zone, like a workplace with greater flexibility and 
freedom of movement. Make yourself comfortable and 

keep your curiosity. Enjoy the journey.

2D · 3D · BI M · Rev it · Techinal Sheets · Qualit y 
Tests · Samples · pCon

viccarbe.com
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Our Designers

EL ISA OSSINO

JOHN PAWSON

KENSAKU OSHIRO

MARIO FERRARIN I

JAIME HAYON

RAMOS&BASSOLS

L I EVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

MARC KRUSIN

JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD

JORGE PENSI

L + R PALOMBA

NAOTO FUKASAWA

PATRIC IA URQUIOLA

RAMÓN ÚBEDA Y OTTO CANALDA

TOMOYA TABUCHI

PEDRO PAULO-VENZON

STEFAN D IEZ

VÍCTOR CARRASCO

PIERO L ISSONI

TOAN NGUYEN

VINCENT VAN DUYSEN

Talent Across The Globe

We cannot predict the future but we can design our own with 
the help of the most talented ones. We strive to improve every-
day by learning from the best, we are always evolving and cons-
tantly seeking ways of getting better. We are honoured that the 
world’s top designers wish to interpret our Mediterranean li-
festyle, regardless of their country of origin, to conceive sensa-
tional pieces to brighten our lives.

ODOS DES IGN
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The Collection

Timeless pieces designed in the sun.  
A thoughtful collection to give comfort, 
softness and warmth to any space

Ears Chair - Pg. 92

Maarten Lounge Chair - Pg. 84

Sistema Floor Sofa - Pg. 130 Levitt Sofa - Pg. 236

Aleta Lounge Chair - Pg. 42

Aspa Table - Pg. 208Eli Table - Pg. 208 Stan Table - Pg. 208

Tiers Low Table - Pg. 230Aspa Low Table - Pg. 232

Stan Low Table - Pg. 232

Eli Low Table - Pg. 232

Window - Pg. 246

Shape Low Table - Pg. 230Ryutaro, Low Table - Pg. 230Aleta Low Table - Pg. 232

Common Bench - Pg. 172Trestle Bench - Pg. 56 Sistema Bench - Pg. 136

Sistema Legs Sofa - Pg. 118

Funda Lounge Chair - Pg. 100Copa Lounge Chair - Pg. 146

Maarten Plastic Stool - Pg. 64 Maarten Stool - Pg. 64 Maarten Plastic Stool - Pg. 64

Quadra Chair - Pg. 160

Ace Armchair - Pg. 178

Copa Chair - Pg. 138

Colubi Armchair - Pg. 214

Copa Stool - Pg. 144Copa Stool - Pg. 144Copa Stool - Pg. 144

NEW

NEWNEW

NEWNEW NEW NEWNEWNEW

Bamba Low Table - Pg. 248

Maarten Table - Pg. 78 Burin Table - Pg. 12 Aleta Table - Pg. 36 Trestle Table - Pg. 46

Holy Day Low Table - Pg. 230 Serra Low Table - Pg. 234 Common Low Table - Pg. 176 Maarten Low Table - Pg. 80

Giro Low Table - Pg. 250 Keel Shelves - Pg. 252 Up in the Air,  
Low Table - Pg. 254

Burin Mini Low Table - Pg. 234 Trino Low Table - Pg. 114

Funda Chair - Pg. 100

Last Minute Stool - Pg. 202Maarten Stool - Pg. 82 Klip Stool - Pg. 156 Funda Stool - Pg. 100Ears Stool - Pg. 92Aleta Stool - Pg. 38

Maarten Plastic Chair - Pg. 58 Maarten Chair - Pg. 68 Aleta Chair - Pg. 24 Klip Chair - Pg. 150 Season Chair - Pg. 188

Colubi Sofa - Pg. 214

Season Pouf - Pg. 198 Torii Bench - Pg. 220 Season Bench - Pg. 196

Step Sofa - Pg. 240 Season Sofa - Pg. 192

Brix Armchair - Pg. 216 Nagi Armchair - Pg. 182 Penta Armchair - Pg. 228 Wrapp Armchair - Pg. 244 Fedele Armchair - Pg. 226 Levitt Armchair - Pg. 236

NEW NEW

NEWNEW NEW

NEW
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Burin,

Table designed by Patricia Urquiola, 2018

The rules of the game are broken. The boundaries between spaces 
are blurred. What in the past we were used to understand as 
work spaces, today have become friendly living rooms or quiet 
libraries.

The reference boutique hotels and cafés want to be co-working 
spaces. Households prepare for co-living. And—above all—they 
take values such as flexibility for granted. 

But in all these spaces, in all these places for people, there is 
a value sine qua non to the condition of the human being. In all 
of them there is the search for well-being, self-realization and 
freedom of expression. In all of them, one expects to experience 
the feeling of comfort. There is therefore a fine line between the 

On this page, a picture of Burin table in full 
white, low pressure laminate table top

ambition to achieve iconic design and functional design at the 
same time, a line between the personality of the author and the 
role that a table should play in a collective or private space.

With Patricia Urquiola, we learned to look for new ways of 
constructing, to make use of materials that the classic furni-
ture industry would not have contemplated. We also learned 
to project a continuity within the collection. In Burin's case, it 
would happen at the time when we were expanding an existing  
family, but also with the use of rotational polyethylene in the 
manufacture of its base. The moment when we opened the doors 
to this material comes to mind: 2006 gave us the Last Minute 
stool and its seat in this same rotomolded polyethylene.

Shape & 
Character

“There is therefore a fine line between the ambition to achieve iconic design and functional 
design at the same time, a line between the personality of the author and the role that a table 
should play in a collective or private space.”

On this page set of a Burin table with matt oak 
table top and black base with Maarten Plastic 
chairs, sled base
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On this page, a set of a double Burin table 
lacquered in black with Quadra chairs in ash

Double Burin

It is fascinating how the use of an unusual component 
has managed to democratize this centrally based table. 
However, above all, it is interesting how it has happened 
without losing an ounce of character and differentiation. 
By giving the possibility of combining its base with 
more sophisticated boards, we manage to maintain 
the balance that is created between durability and ele-
gance, no matter if it is in its single, double or triple 
base version.
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Additionally, Burin can include electrifica-
tion systems in a discreet and fully integra-
ted manner, an extra dose of functionality 
and aesthetics for meeting spaces and large  
conference rooms.

Subtle
Connectivity

On the left page, a set of a Burin table lacquered in 
black with Copa cantilever chairs. On this page, a 
Burin triple table in black finish with Maarten Plastic 
chairs, pyramid base and brick seats

1. Pop-up sockets

2. USB port

3. Wireless charger

4. Powerbox

5. Powerbox under top

Connectivity



Rarely does the industrial process of a design make big headlines. However, from the 
perspective of sustainability, this is precisely the benefit of a design. Industrialization 
has given us the possibility to make life easier for society and to share our Mediterra-
nean lifestyle. It has opened the door to innovative product categories capable of 
responding to new contexts, behaviors and moments with the best designers and  
architects in the world. We learned about artisan processes but, over the years, we 
found the opportunity to evolve to find ways to create that are more efficient and 
sustainable over time, ways which are more respectful of the environment.

In the case of Burin, its base is made through a mold in which the pellets are rotated 
and gradually molded into a base that will later not only be resistant and durable over 
time for decades, but also totally recyclable. Beauty is, without a doubt, on the inside.

An 
Environmentally 
Friendly Process

20

Pictures during the manufacturing 
process of a Burin table

MEDITERR ANE AN MAG21
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Burin & Food

Restaurants — Thanks to its base, Burin is a 
table especially suitable for hospitality spaces: 
hotels, bistros, cafés... It is easy to clean and 
very resistant to the course of time.

In these pages, a picture of Burin tables with square 
matt oak table top and taupe base combined with 
four-legged wooden Copa chairs
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Burin Table

Burin H74 70x70 cm / 
H29.13" 27.56"x27,56"

Burin H74 80x80 cm / 
H29.13" 31.50"x31.50"

Burin H74 D70 cm / 
H29.13" D27.56"

Burin H74 140x140 cm / 
H29.13" 55.11"x55.11"

Burin Mini H50 + 10 cm (handle) / 
H19.69 + 3.94" (handle)

Burin H102 80x80 cm / 
H40.16" 31.50"x31.50"

Burin  Mini H50 - H55 cm / 
H19.69"- H21.95"

Burin H102 D80 cm / 
H40.16" D31.50"

Burin H74 D120 cm / 
H29.13" D47.24"

Burin H74  100x100 cm / 
H29.13" 39.37"x39.37"

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/burin-table

Burin Table

Burin double base H74 L240 cm / H29.13" L94.48"Burin double base H74 L240 cm / H29.13" L94.48" 
with powerbox

Burin central base H 74 D150 cm / H29.13" D59.05" 
with pop-up sockets

Burin triple base H74 L350 cm / H29.13" L889" 
with pop-up sockets

1. Pop-up sockets

2. USB port

3. Wireless charger

4. Powerbox

5. Powerbox under top

Connectivity
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Aleta,

If we look for a leitmotif in the Viccarbe collection, that would 
be the combination of synthetic structures and extra comforta-
ble seats. The simplicity, the contemporary design of its chairs 
and armchairs comes from the hand of bases that have the 
precise material to define the use and the function, free of all  
useless adornment.On the other hand, comfort comes from 
subtle details on both the inside and outside of each piece. Aleta 
was born in this way, achieving a perfect balance capable of  
fulfilling the creative proposal of Jaime Hayon, and the evolu-
tionary proposal of the Viccarbe collection.

Collection designed by Jaime Hayon, 2017

"With the international vision, with the mixture of know-how, and 
of combining different ideas and dialogues, certain products were  
released with which we are very satisfied today.

As a designer—just like Viccarbe—I'm very functional. Not mini-
malist, but simple. (...) With Viccarbe, the idea was to find a mutual 
language. The turning point has perhaps been found by making a few 
more expressive forms on the chairs or tables we have made, finding 
a way, a balance for both. I believe that the real collaboration with 
companies is this: to finda balance."

Finding 
Elegance in  
The Subtle

On this page, a picture of Burin table full black with 
two Aleta chairs metal base, black structure

“The simplicity, the contemporary design of its chairs and armchairs comes 
from the hand of bases that have the precise material to define the use and the 
function, free of all unnecessary adornment.”
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Comfort comes from 
subtle details on both 
the inside and outside  
of each piece

On the left page, a picture of Burin table in black with 
Aleta chair, pyramid swivel base. On this page, Aleta 
chair, flat swivel base, and Aleta chair pyramid swivel 
base with casters
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The limits between spaces are blurred. Con-
ventional meeting rooms are no longer the 
only spaces where teams work to transform 
organizations. We feel more comfortable in 
familiar surroundings, in places similar to 
the living room, where we regain confidence 
in ourselves and feel like participating. We 
also feel comfortable in relaxed environ-
ments such as a café, where we can hold in-
formal meetings where we can take a stance 
and strengthen ties with other colleagues in 
the organization.

“Conventional meeting rooms are no longer the only spaces where 
teams work to transform organizations.”
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ee

Aleta & Work

Office — The Aleta chair was born to materialize the perfect balance between 
functionality and creativity. Aleta works perfectly in any situation: having 

lunch in a restaurant, an extended meeting at the office or working from home. 

Project on top: Vocoon Headquarters, Cleveland 
Interior Design: Vocoon. Pictures: Matthew Carbone

Project on the right: Savills Aguirre Newman 
Headquarters - Coffee area

Project on this page: Savills Aguirre Newman 
Headquarters - Coffee area
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Aleta wooden base

Warm, elegant, contemporary... The versatility of a 
chair does not only lie in its initial design. It also lies 
in the possibility of incorporating different finishes 
in it. Aleta and its wooden base allow us to play with 
ambiguity. They give us the possibility to create 
multipurpose spaces where we are not limited by the 
use, but inspired by the warmth of the finishes. In this 
case, it does not matter where we live our day to day 
life, but the comfort with which we approach it.
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Unwind Hotel Otaru, (Japan)

Hospitality — Unwind Otaru represents the renovation of an old building located 
in the prefecture of Hokkaido, north of Japan. Its vintage aesthetic combines 

perfectly with the contemporary furniture and finishes chosen for the new layout. 
As with the Aleta collection, achieving the right balance is fundamental. 

Project on these pages: Unwind Hotel Otaru, Japan  
Interior Design: LINE-Inc. Pictures: Kenji Masunaga, Kozo Takayama  
Special thanks: Interiors Inc
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Aleta Table
“As timeless as it is contemporary, it is capable of imprinting 
the character of designer Jaime Hayon on the discretion of a 
standard table.”

The Aleta table maintains at its base the recognizable silhouette 
that opened the collection. As timeless as it is contemporary, it 
is capable of imprinting the character of designer Jaime Hayon 
on the discretion of a standard table.
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“If we look for a leitmotif in the Viccarbe collection, this would be the combination of synthetic 
structures and extra comfortable seats.”

Aleta Stool

 
Project: Regus Spaces, Belvedere 
Interior Architect: D&P Associates
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Project on top: Mc Donald's Headquarters, Chicago. 
Architecture & Interior Design: Sterling Bay +Gensler · 
IA Interior Architects y Studio O+A.  
Pictures: Mc Donald's

Project on left: Regus Spaces, Belvedere 
Interior Architect: D&P Associates

Project: HucCo Coworking Space, New York.Interior 
Design: Christina Michelle Interiors. Photography: Ball 
& Albanese

Aleta Stool at the office

Workspaces — The talent and energy of Jaime Hayon has conveyed to the latest 
additions of the collection. The Aleta stool is contemporary, warm, and elegant 

and its stimulating finishes will convert any office space layout.
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How to express a lot through a simple piece of furniture? 
The successful Aleta collection fuses functionality with 
comfort, rigorous lines with creativity. The Aleta Lounge 
Chair has become the most recent addition to the family. But 
in it, as in the entire Viccarbe collection, nothing is static: 
Metal or wooden structure? Seats with armrests or without 
armrests? If creativity taught us something, it is that we 
should never give up freedom.

Aleta 
Lounge 
Chair

Project: VIBIA Headquartes, Barcelona  
Pictures: Fernando Alda

Designed by Jaime Hayon, 2017
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Aleta Lounge Chair 

Aleta Table

Aleta Lounge Chair 
metal base

Aleta low table

Aleta Lounge Chair 
wooden base

Aleta Lounge Chair
metal base & armrests

Aleta Lounge Chair 
wooden base & armrests

A l e t a t a b l e

Aleta Stool

Aleta bar stool

Aleta counter stool

Aleta high bar stool

Aleta swivel 
counter stool

Aleta swivel bar stool  
& armrests

Aleta swivel  
bar stool

Aleta swivel counter stool  
& high backrest

Aleta swivel bar stool  
high backrest 

Aleta counter stool 
high backrest & armrests

Aleta swivel counter stool  
high backrest & armrest

Aleta chair  
metal base

Aleta chair  
pyramid swivel base

Aleta chair  
metal base

Aleta chair  
flat swivel base

Aleta chair  
swivel base

Aleta chair  
five casters base

Aleta chair  
wooden base

Aleta chair  
pyramid swivel base & casters

Aleta chair  
swivel base & armrests

Aleta chair  
five casters base & armrests

Aleta chair  
wooden base & armrests

Aleta chair  
pyramid swivel base  
with casters & armrests

Aleta Chair 

Aleta chair  
metal base & armrests

Aleta chair  
pyramid swivel base & armrests

Aleta chair  
metal base & armrests

Aleta chair  
flat swivel base & armrests

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/aleta
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Trestle,
essential, shaped the Trestle family in 2014.

With studied proportions, the table has become a meeting  
place for work colleagues, family members or visitors of a  
commercial space. It represents a perfect point of connection 
between the different characters that inhabit a space. 

As a table, Trestle manages to raise versatility to its maximum 
and manages to integrate itself without stridency in all types  
of spaces.

The Trestle collection has shown us the balance between archi-
tecture, materials and the light that brings them all to life, as a 
meeting point that, far from making the work of the architect 
or interior designer difficult, facilitates the path to follow and 
gives meaning to their projects.

This philosophy, so friendly and connected to simplicity, is 
what prevails in Pawson's designs. Thus, that warm minimalism 
that the architect usually uses, free of poses and based on the  

Table designed by John Pawson, 2014

From Architecture 
to The World

“As a table, Trestle manages to raise versatility to its maximum and manages to integrate itself 
without stridency in all types of spaces.”
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There is no 
environment 
where Trestle 
doesn't fit in: it is 
rotund, but light

Moreover, we can safely say that in recent years it has been able to 
grow. It has been able to understand, to listen to different needs that 
emerged on its way. Today there are three heights available for the 
table: 74cm, 88cm (counter), and 105cm (bar). Quite a statement of 
intent as far as adaptability is concerned. There is no environment 
where Trestle doesn't fit in: it is rotund, but light. It is functional, but 
elegant. It is minimalist, but extremely comfortable.

On this page, line drawings of the different heights 
of the Trestle table
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On this page, a set with a Trestle table lacquered in 
taupe H105 cm | 41.33 " and four Maarten Plastic bar 
stools, white sled base and taupe seat
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The ideal office today is a daytime living 
room, where work can be done under less 
stress and no distraction.

The focal point of the home of the  
future will not be the formal dining 
room, nor the overloaded style foyer. It 
will be a multifunctional room, where 
there is space for disastrous hobbies, easy 

Home/Work
to clean surfaces and furniture full of 
personal items. Work happens at home, 
and home is constantly moving to work. 
In both environments, we need details 
such as retractable legs, plugs elegantly 
camouflaged with finishes, and even  
seemingly dispensable table lengths. 
With Trestle, it is possible.
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In regards Mediterranean design, what's in it? Naturalness, 
diversity or closeness? Mediterranean design encompasses a 
wide territory — from southern Europe, to north Africa and 
western Asia — and consequently has many expressions. What 
all these expressions have in common is a response to the 
quality of the light and to the rhythms of living associated with 
hot, dry summers and mild winters.

Does light, as a variable element, does it limit, or does it become 
a starting point for a project? Light is the starting for all of  
my projects. 

What is the most attractive value of Mediterranean design?

I love the way the architecture can allow you to feel alternately 
exhilarated by the brilliance of the light and relieved by the 
depth of the shadow. The emphasis on white walls, texture and 
natural materials makes perfect sense to me.

Are space and furniture capable of speaking the same language 
or do they simply try to understand each other? In the way I 
think and work, there is no meaningful distinction between 
space and furniture. They are each parts of the same seamless 
composition. 

Do you think collaboration is a priority for contemporary 
design? All architecture is about dialogue - with the client, with 
the team, with the site, with the ideas… Bringing new parties 
into this practice of collaboration helps keep the thinking fresh.

How has your experience with Viccarbe been like?

The creative process is always intense, whether you’re designing 
a fork, a ballet set or an entire monastery. It’s critical to work 
with people who understand the importance of getting the 
details that will determine the physical character and spirit 
of a piece exactly right. With Viccarbe I’ve loved watching the 
evolution of thoughts into furniture.

John 
Pawson

Q&A with the designer

It has been 6 years since Trestle, John Pawson’s first collection designed together with Viccarbe.  
Today we speak with the British architect, we want to discover more about that deep simplicity 
that determines his projects. In his work, Pawson raises multiple ways of addressing the 
fundamental issues of space, proportion and light, always following the ethos of “less is more”. 
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Trestle & Work

Meeting Areas — Trestle can be integrated 
naturally in any environment, with both 
fierceness and discretion. A staple to generate 
synergies in collaborative spaces where ideas 
are brought to life. 

Project: Money Super Market Office, London 
Interior Design: BDG architecture + design 
Pictures: Jefferson Smith

1. USB port

2. Wireless charger

3. Powerbox

4. Powerbox under top

Connectivity

On this page, a picture of a white lacquered Trestle table 
with electrification and Copa chairs pyramidal base & 
casters
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2014 ― The Trestle bench represents a true ode to collaboration, 
familiarity and shared spaces. Perfect to be placed next to the table 
of the same collection, or separately for transit spaces, this piece 
breathes the same essence that we find in all the elements desig-
ned by Pawson. Once again we enjoy an exercise in maximum 
functionality and minimum prominence. Trestle was born for 
sociable spirits, for collective spaces. 

On the right page, a picture of a triple Trestle table 
with upholstered Trestle bench and ash Quadra chairs

Trestle Bench:
Enjoy the
simplicity

“Trestle was born for sociable spirits, for collective spaces. In short,  
for shared moments.”
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Maarten 
Plastic
Collection designed by Victor Carrasco, 2019

Within the Viccarbe collection, Maarten breathes the spirit of 
optimism, the freshness of a talent that, despite its youth, is 
capable of fitting among the most veteran of democratic design. 
No matter which element of the family we choose, we can always 
talk about its friendly silhouette and its seat of symmetrical  
shapes that has now included a sustainable polypropylene to 
its range of available finishes. Plastic is a clever ingredient when  
designing democratic and long-lasting furniture. But, it needs to 
be recyclable and -if possible- recycled. It’s all about durability. 
Now you can also add an upholstered cushion to your seat and 
oak finish armrests as an unexpected counterpoint to the plas-
tic, or add four wooden legs for both the chair and stool.

In these pages, Maarten Plastic family 
including chairs and stools

The sustainability 
of Maarten Plastic 
starts in the choice
of its material
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Maarten Plastic & Learning

Educational Spaces — Which are the benefits 
of polypropylene over upholstery for 
educational spaces? All of them and many 
more: lightness, simplicity, resistance and 
without a doubt, ease of cleaning.

On this page, a picture of an auditorium with Maarten 
Plastic chairs, sled base. Below, image of a coffee 
place with Maarten Plastic chairs, pyramid base

On this page, a picture of Maarten table with 
casters in white finish with Maarten Plastic 
chairs, pyramid base
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On these pages, a picture of Trestle table stained in 
ash with Maarten Plastic chairs, pyramid base with 
casters, cushion and woodden arms
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New 
Maarten Stool, 
stackable

The new polypropylene casing also suggests comfort through 
the color range chosen for the family, based on shades which 
are capable of transporting us to that tranquility that is always 
provided by the natural,  for it is well known that the Mediterra-
nean is no place for stridency.

What would happen to the polypropylene seats if they did not 
include the stacking option? Maarten Plastic was born with the 
call of making everything easier, including the organization. 
You can stack up to 10 chair units thanks to its lightness and 
easy transportation.

On the left, a picture of stacked sled base Maarten 
chairs and stools. On this page, Maarten Plastic stools
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Maarten Plastic Stool

Maarten Plastic
swivel bar stool with 
wooden arms

Maarten Plastic
bar stool sled base,  
low backrest

Maarten Plastic
swivel bar stool with cushion

Maarten Plastic bar stool 
4 wooden legs, low backrest

Maarten Plastic
counter stool sled base,  
low backrest

Maarten Plastic bar stool 
swivel base, low backrest

Maarten Plastic counter 
stool 4 wooden legs, 
low backrest

Maarten Plastic counter 
stool swivel base, 
low backrest

Maarten Plastic
swivel counter stool

Maarten Plastic
swivel counter stool  
with cushion

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEWNEW

Maarten Plastic

Maarten Plastic chair
sled base

Maarten Plastic chair
sled base with cushion

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base & 
wooden arms

Maarten Plastic chair
4 legs base

Maarten Plastic chair
swivel base & arms

Maarten Plastic chair
swivel wooden base

Maarten Plastic chair
swivel wooden base & 
wooden arms

Maarten Plastic chair
4 wooden legs

Maarten Plastic chair
flat swivel base

Maarten Plastic chair
five casters base

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base  
with casters & wooden arms

Maarten Plastic chair
pyramid swivel base 
with casters

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/maarten plastic

NEWNEW

NEW
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Maarten's story is one of contained minimalism: surprisingly 
synthetic in its silhouette but extraordinarily welcoming in its 
soft version.

Since 2012, Victor Carrasco decided to play with the contrast 
of a very defined structure and an upholstery that spared no 
wrinkles. It is an upholstery that is pleasant to the touch as 
well as to the eyes, a seat that invites you to stay in it for hours,  
and that—depending on the base you choose—is capable of  
immersing you in the intimacy of a residential space, in the 
versatility of an installation or in the comfort that projects  
dedicated to hospitality seek.

"I understood we needed a timeless chair with comfortable forms, 
because the market was forgetting the universal fact that the human 
being is more important than the object. 1970s silhouettes, polished 
but wrinkled at the same time, were starting to be forgotten. And the 

Collection designed by Víctor Carrasco, 2012
On the right page, a picture of Maarten chair with soft 
upholstery and Maarten table stained in matt oak

Maarten,

design industry was paying more attention to rigorous forms: very 
focused on aesthetics, but almost inhuman.

I also wanted to pay a homage to the Belgian designer Maarten van 
Severen, who had passed away not long ago. He was pure elegance, 
representing a warm minimalism which deserved all my respect."

No one ever knew more about how to adapt to a space  nor on 
how to attract the attention of acquaintances and outsiders. This 
is because, from the very beginning, the collection wanted to put 
the people who would enjoy it at the center of the equation. There 
is no design which is easier to understand than that of a chair. 
However, there is nothing more complex than designing "for 
and towards comfort". For this same reason, in order to adapt 
to all kinds of moments and contexts, we have recently added 
new bases: pyramidal, pyramid with casters, flat, skate or four 
wooden legs. There is a free choice on this subject.

What 
Defines  
a Real Icon?

“No one ever knew more about how to adapt to a space  nor on how to attract the attention of 
acquaintances and outsiders. This is because, from the very beginning, the collection wanted to 
put the people who would enjoy it at the center of the equation. ”
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Maarten
Soft
“Its "soft" upholstery is pure sophistication, managing to convince the users at 
first sight and also fulfilling its promise the moment they finally sit down on it.”

Maarten was born as a family capable of offering both comfort 
and resistance and durability. Its "soft" upholstery is pure  
sophistication, managing to convince the users at first sight 
and also fulfilling its promise the moment they finally sit down 
on it. Designed by Victor Carrasco, the Maarten "soft" chair is 
an ode to comfort that persists over time. Maarten is the perfect 
fusion of character and functionality. 

On these pages, Maarten soft and Maarten  
Plastic collection
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The family 
has multiplied 
exponentially 
since its 
inception

The family has multiplied exponentially 
since its inception. With the soul of a 
bestseller, Maarten is now present in the 
offices of leading firms such as Dropbox 
and IBM as well as in the meeting rooms 
of major international architecture firms.

On this page, a picture of Maarten chair pyramid base, 
soft upholstery and wooden arms. Below, Maarten chair 
with different bases and upholstery

On this page, a picture of Maarten table stained in ash 
and casters with Maarten soft chairs, pyramid base 
with casters and wooden arms
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Maarten & Food

Restaurants — Our lifestyle speaks about our 
experiences and moments, what determines the space 
around us and how we share it. In the hospitality 
projects, a simple detail such as a rotating base allows 
guests not only to increase their sense of comfort, but 
also to enhance their communication. The warmth lies 
in the small details.

Project: Vaqueta Gastro Mercat, Valencia 
Interior Design: Janfri & Ranchal Studio  
Pictures: Kike Jaen
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On this page, a picture of Maarten table stained in 
matt oak with Maarten chairs, swivel wooden base

“Always with perfectly imperfect shapes, which are capable of going 
beyond the norm and approaching the most human facet of design.”

2014 ― Maarten is a design that allows us to have infinite uses, 
as well as apply as many different finishes and measures as we need 
for our spaces. Its synthesis and minimalist character contrast 
with the ease of connection with the user. This family of tables 
knows how to put values such as closeness into practice.

It does not conform to usual shapes like a circle or a rectangle. 
Its surfaces range from large diameters to reduced widths, always 
with perfectly imperfect shapes, which are capable of going beyond 
the norm and approaching the most human facet of design.

On this page, a picture of Maarten table with 
rectangular table top in white finish. Maarten Plastic 
chairs, sled base full white

Maarten 
Table
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New Maarten 
table, now
with casters

Focusing on the needs of our users, today we 
welcome the family to the new Maarten with 
casters, designed for agile and, in short, mul-
tipurpose spaces.

It is designed for homes that become offices 
for half a day,  for offices that momentarily 
become spaces dedicated to the practice of 
the sport with which one can free the mind. 
It is also intended for schools where students 

either organize themselves into large groups 
or work on individual assignments,  for cafés 
that, during the week, function as co-working 
spaces and as spaces dedicated to recreation 
and distraction during the weekend. The 
combinations will be as varied as ingenuity 
suggests. However, the common denomi-
nator will always be ease of movement and  
space transformation.
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“As an agora, it is capable of becoming a central space,  a 
meeting point for books, coffees and other decorative objects 
that give personality to the home or the in-between space in 
which it is framed.”

2014 ― In its auxiliary version, Maarten stands out for its large 
proportions. As an agora, it is capable of becoming a central 
space,  a meeting point for books, coffees and other decorative 
objects that give personality to the home or the in-between space 
in which it is framed.

Maarten
Low Table

On left page,  Maarten Low table in matt oak. On this 
page, a picture of Maarten Low table with the new 
brick finish on the table top
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“The Maarten stool is available in two heights (bar and counter), and with three different bases: 
swivel, fixed or sled.”

Maarten Stool

Project: Z Private Lounge. Interior Design: Destilat 
Pictures: Monika Nguyen
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Lounge 
Chair,

2017 ― The Maarten armchair is a perfect complement for infor-
mal meeting spaces, lounges or reception areas in large facilities.

It has a slightly lower height than the chair and a wider seat, 
which allows for the composition of environments with other 
elements such as sofas, poufs and side tables. In this way, it will 
provide the necessary dose of flexibility to spaces in which one 
can let communication and encounter flow.

As an armchair, Maarten is a particularly elegant model as 
regards its proportions and optional details. The generosity of 
its seat and the possibility of incorporating armrests with oak 
finishes will transport us to the distinction of the offices of the 
’70s, to the balance between materials, to the search for comfort 
above all things.

Maarten

Project: Borso Lawyer Offices 
Pictures: Ángel Segura
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Maarten Table

Marteen table H74, 160 x 80 cm 
/ H29.13'', 62.99''x31.50''

Maarten table H30, D120 cm  
/ H11.81'', D47.24''

Maarten table H30, 80x80 cm 
/ H11.81'', 31.50''x 31.50''

Mesa Maarten H74, D160 cm 
/ H29.13'', D62.99''

Mesa Maarten H74, D160 cm 
/ H29.13'', D62.99''

Maarten table H74, D160 cm 
 / H29.13'', D62.99''

Maarten table H74, D120 cm 
/ H29.13'', D47.24'' with casters

Maarten table H74, 80X80 cm 
/ H29.13'', 31.50''x31.50''

Maarten table H74, 180x80 cm 
/ H29.13'', 70.87''x31.50''

Maarten table H74, D120 cm 
/ H29.13'', D47.24'' with casters

Maarten table H74, 200x80 cm 
/ H29.13'', 78.74''x31.50'' with casters

Maarten table H74, 180x80 cm 
/H29.13'', 70.87''x31.50'' & modesty screen

Maarten lounge chair 
wooden swivel base  
smooth upholstery

Maarten lounge chair 
swivel base smooth  
upholstery & wooden arms

Maarten lounge chair 
swivel base soft  
upholstery

Maarten lounge chair  
swivel base soft  
upholstery & wooden arms

Maarten Lounge Chair

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/maarten

NEW

NEW

NEW

Maarten Stool

Maarten swivel bar stool,
soft upholstery

Maarten swivel counter 
stool, soft upholstery

Maarten bar stool 
sled base, soft upholstery

Maarten counter stool
sled base, smooth upholstery

Maarten swivel counter stool, 
smooth upholstery

Maarten counter stool
4 wooden legs, soft upholstery 

Maarten swivel bar stool,  
smooth upholstery

Maarten bar stool
4 wooden legs, soft upholstery

Maarten swivel counter stool, 
smooth upholstery & arms

Marteen swivel bar stool,  
smooth upholstery

Marteen chair flat swivel  
base soft upholstery

Maarten chair sled base 
soft upholstery

Marteen chair pyramid swivel 
base soft upholstery

Marteen chair pyramid swivel 
base with casters smooth 
upholstery

Marteen chair pyramid 
swivel base with casters soft 
upholstery

Maarten chair swivel  
base soft upholstery

Maarten chair swivel  
base soft upholstery & arms

Maarten chair swivel  
wooden base soft uph. & arms 

Maarten chair 4 legs 
soft upholstery

Maarten Chair 

Marteen chair flat swivel 
base smooth upholstery

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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COMING SOON TO VICCARBE

Talking about outdoor furniture is talking about collaboration. Nature inspires us 
to connect, dream and create. Nature brings us back to our roots. The natural light 
invites us to make the exterior stage the meeting point of all the celebrations and  
reunions, the place to share and cooperate. We are increasingly committed to creating 
outdoor spaces with natural textures and raw materials that transmit serenity and 
harmony. Places to live, feel and enjoy.

Shortly, our lastest launch will see the light of day: Viccarbe Collaborative Outdoor. 
A line of flexible furniture, for use both in and outdoor, that takes geometry and nature 
as a reference. Noble materials that endure over time and invite you to connect with 
the outside and make it an extension of the office. A place to get inspired and let creativity 
flow. Mediterranean essence in all its splendor. Coming very soon to Viccarbe.

COLLABORATIVE
New

OUTDOOR
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As a lawyer, and a priori away from our sector of design and 
architecture, how was the experience of designing your new 
headquarters with Viccarbe?  The truth is that I am not that 
far from the sector because we have clients and friends who are 
designers, architects, artists... even family who are related.

Usually our sector tends to be classic, sometimes even  
somewhat baroque, but our maxim is simplicity and distinction. 
This is why we felt an instant connection with Viccarbe.

We are fascinated by how such iconic and recognizable  
furniture can be at the same time discreet, timeless and, above 
all else, collaborative.

Our clients are highly internationalized companies and pro-
fessionals with high added value, so agility and collaboration in 
the office is key in our day to day work.

In addition to commercial experts, BORSO stands out for the 
defense of intellectual property. What can you tell us about it?

We have been specializing for many years in the legal defense of 
our clients, so we have seen a significant increase in the interest 
of companies in adding design as a differentiating element to 
their core business.

Our society is increasingly identified with brands that emo-
tionally connect with the customer and wants to know who is 
behind those brands, who is the soul that generates that diffe-
rentiation that attracts us so much. For this reason, both distri-
bution and end customers have evolved by detecting and diffe-
rentiating who creates and who copies.

How has your experience been defending Viccarbe during these 
years against different copies of international companies? 
Cases are never the same, but it is common for companies and/
or low-profile designers to copy Viccarbe, who mistakenly try 
to imitate a success story in order to achieve a fast positioning 
that they are not able to achieve by their own means.

Originality Always Wins
Juan Manuel Borso di Carminati, Borso Lawyers

This pattern is repeated, both by copying or imitating their 
products, as well as their brand concept, but fortunately, justice  
is increasingly aware of the value of intellectual property and 
we have already had many successful cases where we have  
withdrawn copies from the market, destroyed molds, catalogs 
and other promotional material and also received significant 
financial compensation.

Viccarbe invests significant resources by working with the 
best international creative talents, industrial records and defined 
production techniques that make copying increasingly complex, 
either because of the obviousness of the situation if they ever do 
or because of the complexity and cost involved for the copying 
manufacturer.

It is curious how ignorance can become so daring and we even 
see cases that border on the ridiculous because of the daring of 
certain copies that are so evident, but fortunately it happens less 
and less often.

What advice would you give to a company that wants to defend 
originality, intellectual property and added value? Don't give 
up and consider this road to success as a long-distance race  
because it takes many years to build a reputation and only a few 
minutes to ruin it.

In a world so connected and with such fast and ready compe-
tition, only originality and respect for intellectual property will 
make the difference over competitors.

Quality, service... these values are taken for granted today. 
The business level has risen dramatically over the years, so that 
they are no longer sufficient to defend a significant market po-
sition if it is not accompanied by an implicit added value in the 
company's culture.

If you are not different for any reason, you will be replaced 
for any reason.

What about a company that bases its strategy on copying?
“If they copy you it's because they envy you and if they criticize 
you it's because they can't copy you", we often use this phrase in 
the office.

All in all, shortcuts may seem to help initial growth, but they 
are short-sighted and very detrimental to the brand equity of 
any company.

The consumer has matured a great deal thanks to rapid access 
to information, so the end it is he who ends up rewarding and 
punishing, even more than a severe court sentence.

www.borsolegal.com
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“Ears is as light in terms of materials as it 
is resistant to aging. Its sinuous shapes keep 
intact a style capable of taking us back in time 
to the contemporary classics of the 70s.” Ears,

by 
Piero Lissoni

The new chair by the versatile Piero Lissoni joins the collection 
with the soul of a true icon. Ears is as light in terms of materials 
as it is resistant to aging. Its sinuous shapes keep intact a style 
capable of taking us back in time to the contemporary classics 
of the 70s. 

Its balanced arrangement (as reduced as it is comfortable) 
makes Ears a perfect option for different collective and private 
areas: meeting points, cafeterias, auditoriums, waiting rooms, 
educational spaces, work areas in libraries or lounges.

It is possible to choose oak wood finishes for the entire pro-
duct, as well as combining its oak seat and metal structure. Both 
versions of the chair can be complemented with distinctive ar-
mrests, designed to embrace the user.

This new chair designed by the Italian architect means going 
back to the roots of industrial design, a tribute to the shapes and 
materials that so inspired Viccarbe's beginnings in the furnitu-
re industry.
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On the left page, set of Trestle table and two Ears 
chairs with four-legged wooden base stained in ash

Chair & Stool, 2020
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The New Family

Ears, the new family composed of chair and stool and 
devised by Piero Lissoni, joins the collection with the 
soul of a true icon. Its sinuous shapes keep intact a style 
capable of taking us back in time to the contemporary 
classics of the 70s. 
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Ears family composed of chairs and stools with bar 
and counter height in black and white structures.
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On this page, Ears chair with four wooden legs in white 
ands arms and Ears chair with four wooden legs with 
arms, stained i n matt oak

Ears a perfect option  
for different collective 
and private areas

On this page, a picture of an auditorium with Ears 
chairs, wooden base stained in matt oak
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Ears Chair

Ears Stool

Ears 4 wooden legs 
& arms

Ears 4 metal legs

Ears 4 wooden legs

Ears 4 metal legs Ears 4 metal legs 
smooth upholstery

Ears 4 wooden legs Ears 4 wooden legs 
with cushion

Ears 4 wooden legs

Ears 4 metal legs 
& wooden arms

Ears bar stool 
4 metal legs & arms

Ears bar stool 
smooth upholstery

Ears bar stool 
with cushion

Ears counter stool 
4 metal legs

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/ears

NEW

NEW
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On the left page, a picture of black naked structures in 
with a Funda chair. On this page, detail of the chair's 
leather wrinkles

The commitment to maximum sustainability and comfort shapes 
Funda, a new range of seats conceived by the outstanding designer 
Stefan Diez.

The chair, the armchair and the stool of this new collection 
are presented as a construction made up of two differentiated 
pieces, two pieces capable of extending the life cycle of the pro-
duct indefinitely. The development of Funda has been based on 
combining a metal structure designed to last over time, and an 
upholstered seat that can be replaced after years of use or severe 
wear and tear. This intelligent system also facilitates the inde-
pendent recycling of each of the materials in the collection.

Funda represents the balance between precision and the hu-
man-centered approach of Stefan Diez. His constant search for 
both industrial innovation and visual appeal has achieved in 
this collection a curved and friendly shape, combined with an 
upholstery known for its wrinkles.

In this way, Funda manages to evoke the maximum expression 
of comfort and makes available the different pieces.

Chair, Lounge Chair & Stool, 2020

Funda,

by Stefan 
Diez
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The New Family

The commitment to maximum sustainability and 
comfort shapes Funda, a new range of seats conceived 
by the outstanding designer Stefan Diez.
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Funda family composed of a chair, a lounge chair and stools with bar and 
counter height in black and white structures
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In these pages, pictures of a Trestle in matt oak with 
Funda chairs, black structure

Funda, the 
commitment 
to maximum 
sustainability
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Picture with Funda lounge chairs with black 
structure and Trino low tables

“Funda means “cover” in Spanish and is portrayed as a structure 
made up of two distinguished upholstered sections that, due to its 
shape, simulate the gesture of two hands embracing the user.”
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Funda 
Lounge Chair
Funda lounge chair is versatile, elegant, and comfortable. The piece boasts 
the delicate and synthetic charm the German designer brings to all his 
creations. Funda means “cover” in Spanish and is portrayed as a structure 
made up of two distinguished upholstered sections that, due to its shape, 
simulate the gesture of two hands embracing the user.  “Funda: sustainability 
and comfort designed to stand the test of time.”
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“A new array of seats envisioned by the exceptional designer Stefan Diez, the new Funda 
collection is formulated upon the premises of sustainability and comfort.”

Funda Stool

Picture of Funda bar stools with black structure
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Funda,
Work in 
Progress

On this page, Funda chair detail and sketches 
by the designer Stefan Diez

The cover symbolizes the balance between precision and the 
human-centered approach of Stefan Diez. His constant search 
for both industrial innovation and visual appeal has attained a 
delightful collection known for its curved and pleasing shape, 
and its distinctive wrinkled upholstery.
Thanks to an interior technical textile, with Funda we simplify 
the usual components of a chair (structure, seat and fabrics) to 
structure and upholstery, without compromising on resistance 
and comfort.

112

On this page, pictures of the Stefan Diez's work in 
process at his studio. Photography: Stefan Diez Studio

113 MEDITERR ANE AN MAG
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Funda Chair

Funda Lounge Chair

Funda Stool

Funda counter stool 
metal legs

Funda chair 
4 metal legs

Funda armchair 
4 metal legs

Funda bar stool 
metal legs

For more info:https: www.viccarbe.com/model/funda-chair/
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On this page, set of the Trino family: model with matt 
oak sphere, T-model and model with marble sphere

The close relationship between Elisa Ossino and geometry is 
translated to the Viccarbe collection thanks to a new range of 
side tables.

Trino is born with a sculptural soul and stage vocation, with 
the inherent elegance of a design capable of expressing and  
complementing all types of interiors. The Ossino tables are also 
easy to move thanks to its three types of handles available: a metal  
structure and a small sphere available in solid oak or marble. 

As a novelty, the green marble sphere is now made by Salvatori, 
the renowned natural stone specialist. As ambassadors of the 
Mediterranean collaboration concept, being able to work closely 
with such talented brands is a privilege that reminds us why we 
do what we do. 

Once again, function and form meet to foster the synthesis 
between object and space.

Low Table, 2020

Trino,

by Elisa 
Ossino
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On this page, set of a Copa chair four wooden legs 
base in ash with Trino low table, marble sphere

“Trino is born with a sculptural soul and stage vocation, with the 
inherent elegance of a design capable of expressing and complementing 
all types of interiors.”
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Viccarbe x Ecoalf: The pursuit 
of maximum innovation and 
sustainability within the furniture 
industry

Viccarbe and the successful fashion brand Ecoalf join forces 
with the main goal of implementing new sustainable innova-
tion policies in product development.

As drivers of innovation within the fashion and design 
sectors, Ecoalf and Viccarbe blend their know-how in order 
to lead the journey to sustainability within the contempo-
rary furniture design industry.

Since 2012 Ecoalf has revolutionized the fashion field by 
offering a new generation of products with the same quality 
and design as the best non-recycled. With the mission to stop 
using natural resources in a careless way, Ecoalf has developed 
over 400 fabrics using recycled plastic bottles (PET), fishing nets, 
coffee, post-industrial cotton and wool… transforming them into 
clothes, footwear and accessories. Today, Ecoalf represents the 
products and fabrics for the future generations.

 “Ecoalf is much more than just a fashion brand, it’s a sustainable lifestyle 
experience, and collaborating with Viccarbe gives us the opportunity to 
explore the furniture universe and pursue this journey beyond fashion.

It is an honor to be a part of this project, sharing our knowledge of 
technology and recycled fabrics, and transforming them into timeless 
designs. I believe Viccarbe and Ecoalf share strong design and quality 
values and today we join forces to present a timeless piece that offers 
design, serves a purpose, and has an impact on the environment.” – says 
Javier Goyeneche, Founder and President of Ecoalf.

The aim of the campaign is to highlight the responsibility of 
manufacturers and agents involved in the furniture industry, 
and to impact the environment in the most positive way pos-
sible. This new joint venture has been created under Ecoalf’s 
slogan “Because There is No Planet B”, property of the brand 
since its inception. Ecoalf is the first Spanish fashion brand to 
be recognized as a Bcorp brand, which acknowledges the best 
companies for the world.  

The commitment to sustainability represents a sine qua non 
value of Viccarbe since the very beginning of its journey. In 
2007 the company received ISO 14001 certification, for its exce-
llence in environmental management.

This long-term challenge has framed specific initiatives and 
work policies in regards product development, resources mana-
gement, as well as the search of wellbeing for the persons who 
work at the company.

“Viccarbe is an international leader in collaborative furniture with 
strong Mediterranean roots that make our collection admired for its 
friendliness and positivism; Ecoalf fully agrees with our innovative 
vision and respect for everything around us.

Both companies strive not only to be the best companies on the 
planet, but to be the best companies for the planet; we are very excited 
about this strategic partnership. The main goal is to create furniture 
together that will make us feel intensely proud”. – says Victor 
Carrasco, Founder and President of Viccarbe.
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